Effects of reactive oxygen species (ROS) modulators, TEMPOL and catalase, on methoxyacetaldehyde (MALD) -induced chromosome aberrations in Chinese hamster ovary (CHO)-AS52 cells.
Methoxyacetaldehyde (MALD), a metabolite of 2-methoxyethanol, has been shown to be clastogenic and mutagenic in CHO-AS52 cells. PCR-based-deletion screening of MALD induced CHO-AS52 mutants indicates that MALD induces large deletion mutation. Since MALD has an aldehyde as its reactive functional group, it can react with aldehyde oxidase to produce superoxide. The generation of these reactive oxygen species (superoxide, hydrogen peroxide and hydroxyl radical) may be the mechanism for genotoxicity of MALD. In the present study, TEMPOL and catalase which are ROS modulators were used to study the effects on MALD-induced chromosome damage in CHO-AS52 cells. The results showed that neither TEMPOL nor catalase can protect cells from MALD-induced chromosome aberrations. Therefore, the generation of reactive oxygen species may not be the primary mechanism of action of MALD.